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■ Game Features √ Sandbox Enjoyable Offline Play Arena life,
which is the same as in the game, is introduced. At first, your
character is starting from the ground zero, and you need to

use the flow of time in that world to raise your level. Once you
reach max level, you can raise the level of your equipment,

characteristics, skills, magic, and items. The number of
monsters appearing and the number of quest objectives

you’ve completed is counted, so you can view your progress as
you play. Arena life is seamlessly connected to the overall
game, so you can continue a different experience from the
previous one. √ Online Play with Battle-Style Multiplayer To
enjoy arena life and the online game concurrently, you can
switch between them freely. Among PvP modes that enable

battle-style PvP, the player who attacks with a good attack will
win. You can choose a mode where you have to survive by

defending the area, or a mode where you’re simply waiting for
your opponents to attack. You can enjoy various PvP elements
with players from all over the world, and enjoy special events,
seasonal PvP battles, and other content. √ Raid Battle The Only
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Game with an Active Raid Battle System Even while you’re in
the game, you can enjoy a variety of online content, including
mini-boss battles, the Raid Battle, and PvP battles. When you
bring your character to “White Mountain” or “Black Rock”, the

roles of the boss and the player are reversed, and you can
enjoy a change in difficulty. A variety of different costumes will
be available depending on the raid battle results, so you can

enjoy the experience of racing against a higher-level character
wearing a good costume. You will no longer be asked to pay

for premium services to use the Raid Battle, so the Raid Battle
can be enjoyed at any time. ■ Story and Characters Adel: An

Elven warrior. He has been sent to investigate the nearby
ghost town. Gebel: A bloodthirsty mercenary. He has been

hired to assassinate an enemy. Hanesh: A traveler. ■ Classes
and Promotions Each class has a unique set of skills. The

combination of these skills and the items you equip, as well as
the levels of the skills, determines the effectiveness of your

character.
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Expansive Realms: Elden Ring worlds are vast, drawing their glorious beauty from the Elden Ring

and the Lands Between.
Character Creation: Customizing your character allows you to become a powerful Elden Lord! You

can freely switch weapons, armor, and magic combinations according to your play style, so you can
have an experienced character or a unique one depending on your play style!

Diversified Picking: There is always an exciting battle to be found whether you're training, sparring,
or fighting. You never know when you may stand atop the hills overlooking your enemies!

Tons of Content: 7 Classes, 91 Skills, 16 Perk Materials, 100+ Equipment, Multiple Gear Sets,
Customizable Gear Sets, 28 Capstones, Multiple Ways to Make Jewelry, and so much more.

Embark on an Adventure: Hop on your steed, and venture off into the Lands Between. Explore it for
glory by finding the capstones, exploring the secrets of it with the help of friends, and battling

alongside powerful creatures in epic battles!
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※11/8(Sun) 18:30 ~ 12/8(Thu) 07:00 (PST)
※ Additional features will be released once the game goes live.

※ PC Requirements:
CPU: Dualcore 3.4 GHz PC

RAM: 4 GB(for optimal performance)
Hard Disk: 8 GB

Supported OS: Windows Vista SP2/ Windows 7 SP1
※ If you already have the game, game data can be re-downloaded

after the game goes live.
※ If you wish to re-download the game data, please contact our

customer support staff via support email: [email protected]
※ If your party can not find the goods/services they need in the

underground shrine in the game, you can ask your companions to
help collect them from the Elden Ring magic shop. You can

understand their requests by click on the message that appears on
the shrine lobby.

※ Bug related to the game can be reported here: (
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